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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Traditional Chinese Medicines (TCMs) has been officially approved for
chronic hepatitis B infection treatment in China. Correct syndrome differentiation is the
key prerequisite for rational prescribing TCMs. Unfortunately, TCM physicians have
scarcities of objective measures for syndrome differentiation and their diagnosis
exclusively relies on individual experience. This study aimed to find out some objective
parameters to aid syndrome differentiation.
Methods: Three commonly encountered clinical syndromes named accumulated
dampness-heat syndrome (ADHS), spleen deficiency with liver depression (SDLD) and
blood stasis vessel obstruction syndrome (BSVO) were selected. 64 qualified patients
with definite syndromes were enrolled and their plasma amino acids and lipids were
profiled by metabolomics analysis. Additionally, their routine clinical laboratory
parameters were also collected.
Results: Through orthogonal partial least squares-discriminant analysis, the three
syndromes could be properly differentiated. The differential parameters between
every two syndromes were screened out. Most of them were of the small molecular
metabolites. A distinct difference was found between ADHS and the other two
syndromes. BSVO and SDLD showed relatively less discrepancy. Furthermore, it
was deduced that sphingomyelin metabolism might dominate ADHS phenotype, and
platelet functions might affect SDLD phenotype to some extent.
Conclusions: These findings provided primary evidence for the objective
classification of varied syndromes of chronic hepatitis B patients and proved that
metabolomics analysis might be a valuable tool to aid syndrome differentiation in some
circumstances.
Key words: Metabolomics; Hepatitis B; Traditional Chinese Medicine;
Sphingomyelin

1. Introduction
Viral hepatitis is still a threat to public
health worldwide. Taking the hepatitis B
virus (HBV) infection as an example,
globally, it was estimated that about 257
million people were HBV surface antigen
positive 1. In China, hepatitis is mainly
caused by HBV infection. The prevalence
of HBV infection in China was about 7%
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and 22% of the patients would progress to
chronic hepatitis 2. Although the incidence
is decreasing now, the heavy social and
economic burdens of chronic HBV
infection are still noteworthy3, 4.
Currently, pegylated interferon and
nucleos(t)ide analogs are the most popular
Western Medicines for HBV infection
treatment1. The former can help to
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modulate the patients’ immunological
responses and the latter can inhibit virus
replication. Great efforts have been made
to speed up new drug development, but the
commercially
available
anti-HBV
5
medicines are still limited . What makes
the status worse is that the frequent
mutations of the virus usually result in
antiviral therapy using nucleos(t)ide failure
6
. Thus, chronic HBV infection is
somehow an untreatable disease in a long
time 7.
Traditional
Chinese
Medicines
(TCMs) have a history of nearly 2000 years.
Approximately, 0.15 billion patients were
given Chinese herbal medicines when they
received Western Medicine prescriptions
clinically 8. In China, herbal medicines
have been recognized as valuable adjunct
measures for HBV infection treatment. As
much as 80% of the HBV infected patients
had the history of herbal medicines
administration and the therapeutic effects
were encouraging 5.
The prerequisite for rational TCMs
administration
is
the
syndrome
differentiation. Spleen deficiency (SD) is
the most commonly encountered syndrome
in Chinese HBV- infection patients

9

.

Notably, patients infected by HBV do not
show single syndrome but complex
syndromes concomitantly. For example,
syndromes of liver depression, damp heat
and blood stasis can be often perceived in
SD patients 9. Epidemic studies indicated
that the most common complex syndromes
in HBV- infection patients were
accumulated dampness-heat syndrome
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(ADHS), spleen deficiency with liver
depression (SDLD) and blood stasis vessel
obstruction syndrome (BSVO) 10, 11. The
complex syndrome phenotypes pose a
great challenge to differential diagnosis.
The reason is that patients with complex
syndromes usually exhibit some shared
TCM features, such as similar symptoms,
signs, pulse characteristics and so on 9.
Disease diagnosis in Western
Medicine world is based on varied kinds of
objective parameters, such as those of
serum tests, image modalities, and physical
characteristics. On the contrary, TCM
syndrome differentiation is solely
dependent on the physicians’ subjective
judgment, such as those of looking,
listening, inquiring and pulse feeling. In
other
words,
correct
syndrome
differentiation is dominated by the
physicians’
experience
exclusively.
Attempts had been made to utilize routine
clinical laboratory parameters to help
syndrome differentiation. The results were
limited. Taking the differentiation of
ADHS and SDLD as an example, the area
under the receiver operating characteristic
curve was only about 0.42-0.62 10.
Metabolomics is a newly coined
omics concept. By using different
analytical strategies, metabolomics can be
employed to reflect the phenotype
properties through quantification as more
metabolites as possible in a given
biological sample 12. In the life science
arena, metabolomics analysis has exhibited
its unique advantages in disease
stratification, new biomarker discovery
and disease prognosis 12-15.
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In this study, a quantitative
metabolomics analysis was employed to
profile the amino acids and lipids in plasma
collected from chronic HBV infection
patients. To pursue better differentiation
amid the ADHS, SDLD and BSVO groups,
routine clinical parameters were also
included. Thus, the clinical blood
macromolecular test results and the small
molecular metabolites quantitation data
were combined used in this study. The
aims of the study were: 1) to confirm
whether there was an objective difference
amid the three complex syndrome groups;
2) if the syndrome-related differential
parameters could be explained by their
reported biological context. The answers to
the two questions might help the
unexperienced physicians to correctly
subtype the chronic HBV infection patients
and to prescribe patient-specifically.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Patients
All the patients were enrolled from
Dalian Sixth People’s Hospital. For
symptom confirmation, every patient was
evaluated by three senior TCM physicians
independently based on Guidelines for
Traditional Chinese Medical Diagnosis of
Chronic Hepatitis B (2012). Only the
patients
diagnosed
without
any
discrepancy by the three individual
physicians were kept. Finally, 20 ADHS,
24 SDLD and, 20 BSVO patients were
enrolled in the study. The patient
population included 41 males (age: 23-77y,
median 45y) and 23 females (age: 19-66y,
median 50y) Chinese people of Han
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nationality. Their basic physiological
parameters were referred to as Table S1.
Informed consent was acquired from each
patient. The study was approved by the
Ethic Committee of Dalian Sixth People’s
Hospital (2016-004-002).
2.2 Clinical laboratory tests
Fasting blood samples were collected
using ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
disodium salt as an anticoagulant. Plasma
was acquired by centrifuging the whole
blood samples at 5000 ×g for 3min. The
plasma was stored at -80℃ until further
procession.
The
included
clinical
laboratory parameters included those of
liver functions, kidney functions, blood
cells count, ions, liver steatosis and so on
(Table S1). Blood urea nitrogen, uric acid,
cystatin, total protein, albumin, globulin,
prealbumin,
alanine
transaminase,
aspartate
aminotransferase,
alkaline
phosphatase,
gamma-glutamyl
transpeptidase, lactic dehydrogenase,
cholinesterase,
monoamine
oxidase,
leucine aminopeptidase, 5’-nucleotidase,
adenosine deaminase, alpha-L-fucosidase,
creatine kinase, bile acid, cholyglycine,
total bilirubin, direct bilirubin, and glucose
were determined by SIEMENS ADVIA
2400 chemistry system (Tarrytown, NY).
The utilized reagents were purchased from
Ruiyuan (Ningbo, China), Daqian (Anhui,
China) and Zhongyuan (Chongqing, China)
and used according to the relevant
instructions. The glomerular filtration rate
was calculated using the formula described
in the literature 16. Blood potassium,
sodium, chlorine, and carbon dioxide were
measured by using VITROS 5.1 FS
chemistry
system
(Ortho-Clinical
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Diagnostics, Rochester, NY) with the kits
provided by Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics.
Blood cell parameters were determined by
UniCel DxH 800 cellular analysis system
(Beckman Coulter, Pompano Beach, FL)
with the kits produced by Beckman Coulter.
Blood prothrombin time, prothrombin
activity,
fibrinogen,
active
partial
prothrombin time and thrombin time were
determined by CA-1500 automated blood
coagulation analyzer (Sysmex, Kobe,
Japan). The reagents were purchased from
Taiyang
(Shanghai,
China).
β2microglobulin, alpha fetal protein,
carbohydrate
antigen
199,
and
carcinoembryonic
antigen
were
determined by Cobas e411 system (Roche.
Mannheim, Germany) using the kits
provided by the same company. Type IV
collagen, laminin, procollagen III Nterminal peptide, and hyaluronic acid were
quantified by HG-1000 time-resolved
fluorescence
immunoassay
analyzer
(Huguo, Shanghai, China) with its unique
kits.
2.3
Sample
processing
for
metabolomics and lipidomics analysis
Targeted
metabolomic
absolute
quantitation assay was performed by
using Biocrates AbsoluteIDQ™ p400 HR
kits covering 408 metabolites and lipids
(BIOCRATES Life Sciences AG,
Innsbruck, Austria). The detailed detected
metabolites were referred to as Table S1.
Metabolomics analysis was performed by
following the manufacturer’s instructions.
In brief, every 10 μL aliquots of internal
standard mixture solution and 10 μL
plasma were added into a 96-well filter
plate well. Each sample plate was dried
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for 30 min by nitrogen gas flow.
Subsequently, every 50 μL aliquots of 5%
phenylisothiocynate
derivatization
solution constructed in ethanol, water and
pyridine mixture (1:1:1, v/v) were
pipetted into each well. The plates were
incubated at ambient temperature for 20
min followed by nitrogen drying for 60
min to finish derivatization. For each well,
300 μL of methanol containing 5 mM
ammonium acetate was added to extract
metabolites and lipids. Finally, the
extraction solution was collected into a
new 96-well capture plate under positive
nitrogen pressure. For polar metabolite
metabolomics analysis, every 150 μL of
the extract was transferred into another
empty 96-well plate and diluted with 150
μL of ultrapure water. For lipidomic
analysis, every 250 μL of the mobile
phase was added to each capture plate
well.
2.4
Ultra-performance
liquid
chromatography-mass
spectrometry
(UPLC-MS) metabolomics analysis
The polar metabolites were analyzed
using Thermo Scientific Ultimate 3000
ultraperformance liquid chromatography
(UPLC) coupled with a Thermo Scientific
Q Exactive Plus quadrupole-Orbitrap
high-resolution mass spectrometry (MS)
(San Jose, CA) operated under positive
electrospray ionization mode. Every 5 μL
of the diluted extract was injected into the
UPLC system and separated by a
Biocrates proprietary C 18 column. The
mobile phase A and B were 0.2% formic
acid (v/v) water and 0.2% formic acid
(v/v) acetonitrile solution, respectively.
Full scan data with m/z range of 55~800
http://journals.ke-i.org/index.php/mra
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were acquired under 70,000 full width at
half maximum (FWHM) resolution for
polar metabolites quantification. The
same UPLC-MS system was employed
for lipidomic flow injection analysis (FIA)
with each sample injection volume of 20
μL.
Full scan with 70,000 FWHM
resolution for each injection was
segmented as m/z 150~170, 170~200,
200~240, 240~256, 390~520, 520~634,
634~730, 730~931 m/z, and 256~280,
280~305, 305~335, 335~363, 363~390,
390~415, 415~445 and 445~570,
respectively. The LC-MS profiling data
for polar metabolites were processed by
using XCalibur Quan Brower software
(Thermo Scientific). 40 amino acids, their
derivates biogenic amines and 1 sugar
(hexose, the sum of all six-carbon
carbohydrates) were quantified by using
the internal calibration method. The
acquired FIA lipidomic data were directly
imported into MetIDQ (BIOCRATES
Life Sciences AG, Innsbruck, Austria) for
lipid m/z extraction and quantitation
(μmol/L).
2.5 Statistical analysis
To evaluate the metabolomics data
quality, a principal component analysis
(PCA) was conducted by using SIMCA-P
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v14.0 (Umetrics AB, Umeå, Sweden). For
syndrome differentiation, the collected
metabolomics and clinical laboratory data
were processed using the algorithm of
orthogonal
partial
least
squaresdiscriminant analysis (OPLS-DA) as
proposed and variables with variable
importance for the projection (VIP)
values >1 were deemed as meaningful 17.
For parameter comparison between every
two syndromes, a t-test analysis was
conducted by using Minitab V.17 (State
College, PA).
3. Results
3.1
Metabolomics
reproducibility

analysis

To evaluate the analysis reproducibility,
the lower, medium and higher
concentrations quality control (QC)
samples were randomly inserted into the
real sample analysis queue and analyzed
for 4, 6 and 4 replicate individually. PCA
indicated that the three levels of QC
samples were clustered well individually
in the score plot (Fig. 1). The real samples
tended to scatter in a large area.
Distribution of the real samples was close
to the lower level QCs samples, implying
that the target metabolites were not very
abundant in the patients’ plasma.
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Figure 1 Method evaluation of the metabolomics analysis. Principal component analysis
of the QCs and the real samples data indicated that every individual level of QCs
clustered well, but the real samples scattered in a large range.
3.2 Syndrome differentiation
To pursue a better separation amid the
three syndromes, routine clinical
laboratory parameters were included in
addition to the metabolomics data. An
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OPLS-DA indicated that the three
syndrome groups could be separated
acceptably (Fig. 2A). Permutations test
based on 100 iterations indicated no overfitting occurred in the DA model (Fig. 2B)
18
.
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Figure 2 Differentiation of the three syndromes by orthogonal partial least squaresdiscriminant analysis. (A) Score plot of the three syndromes indicated the good
separation amid them. (B) Permutations test based on 100 iterations indicated no overfitting occurred in the DA model.
To explore the differential parameters
amid the studied syndromes, every two
syndromes data were subjected to OPLSDA
individually.
87
parameters
contributed to the separation between
ADHS and SDLD according to the
parameters’ VIP values (Fig. 3) 18. 51
parameters
showed
statistical
significance between the two syndromes
(t-test, p<0.05, Fig. 3C). 75 parameters
contributed to the separation of ADHS
and BSVO. 42 parameters were of
different concentrations between the two
syndromes (t-test, p<0.05, Fig. 4). 50
Copyright 2020 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved

parameters played key roles in separating
SDLD from BSVO and only 16 of them
were statistically different between the
two syndromes (t-test, p<0.05, Fig. 5). Of
note, there was no shared parameter
showing a statistical difference between
every two syndromes (Fig. 6A). This
implied that the more complex the
syndromes, the less the objective
differential parameters. TCM clinical
practice had demonstrated that complex
syndromes tend to share more similarities
and are indeed difficult to differentially
diagnose clinically 19-21.
http://journals.ke-i.org/index.php/mra
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Figure 3 Differentiation of ADHS and SDLD by orthogonal partial least squaresdiscriminant analysis. (A) Score plot indicated a good separation of the two syndromes.
(B) Permutations test based on 100 iterations indicated no over-fitting occurred in the
DA model. (C) Differential variables between ADHS and SDLD. All the parameters
were of variable importance for the projection values>1 in OPLS-DA and p<0.05 of ttest. SM(38:1): sphingomyelin(38:1); t-IV Col: type IV collagen; pre-Alb: prealbumin;
ALT: alanine transaminase; TB: total bilirubin; CE(20:4): Cholesterol ester(20:4); BA:
bile acid; PC(38:6): phosphatidylcholine(38:6); INI: international normalized ration;
TG(54:4): triglyceride(54:4); SM(39:1): sphingomyelin(39:1); PT: prothrombin time;
ChE: cholinesterase; Dbil: direct bilirubin; CE(20:5): cholesterol ester(20:5); Cer(42:1):

Copyright 2020 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved
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ceramide(42:1); AST: aspartate aminotransferase; MPV: mean platelet volume; bPLT%:
big platelet percentage; SM(41:1): sphingomyelin(41:1); iDBil: indirect bilirubin;
CA199: carbohydrate antigen 199; PTA: prothrombin activity; Alb: albumin; PCO(34:1): phosphatidylcholine-O(34:1); CE(18:2): cholesterol ester(18:2); PC(39:6):
phosphatidylcholine(39:6);
SM(41:2)
sphingomyelin(41:2);
SM(33:1):
sphingomyelin(33:1); CE(16:0): cholesterol ester(16:0); DG(41:1): diglyceride(41:1);
DG(42:1): diglyceride(42:1); A/G: albumin/globulin; DG(39:0): diglyceride(39:0); CK:
creatine kinase; LPC(15:0): lysophosphatidylcholine(15:0); M%: monocyte percentage;
SM(33:2): sphingomyelin(33:2); PC-O(40:8): phosphatidylcholine-O(40:8); CE(22:6):
cholesterol ester(22:6); LAP: leucine aminopeptidase; c4-OH-Pro: cis4-OH-proline;
PC(35:2): phosphatidylcholine(35:2); ADMA: asymmetric dimethylarginine;
AC(2:0):acylcarnitine(2:0); CE(18:3): cholesterol ester(18:3); Alk: alkaline
phosphatase; DG(42:2): diglyceride(44:2) and Thr: threonine.
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Figure 4 Differentiation of ADHS and BSVO by orthogonal partial least squaresdiscriminant analysis. (A) Score plot indicated a good separation of the two syndromes.
(B) Permutations test based on 100 iterations indicated no over-fitting occurred in the
DA model. (C) Differential variables between ADHS and BSVO. The selection criteria
were the same as described in Fig.2C. PC(37:2): phosphatidylcholine(37:2); Met:
methionine; Glu: glutamate; TG(50:2): triglyceride(50:2); MAO: monoamine oxidase;
SM(32:2): sphingomyelin(32:2); TG(50:3) triglyceride(50:3); RDW_SD: CV of red
blood cell volume distribution width; LDH: lactic dehydrogenase; AC(0:0):
acylcarnitine(0:0); TG(50:4): triglyceride(50:4); Phe: phenylalanine and TG(51:3):
triglyceride(51:3).
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Figure 5 Differentiation of SDLD and BSVO by orthogonal partial least squaresdiscriminant analysis. (A) Score plot indicated a good separation of the two syndromes.
(B) Permutations test based on 100 iterations indicated no over-fitting occurred in the
DA model. (C) Differential variables between SDLD and BSVO. The selection criteria
were the same as described in Fig.2C. Plt：platelet; PDW: platelet volume distribution
width; CysC: cystatin C; LPC(12:0): lysophosphatidylcholine(12:0); FIB: fibrinogen;
ADA: adenosine deaminase; SM(44:1): sphingomyelin(44:1).
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Figure 6 Differential parameters of the comparisons of the three syndromes. (A)
Numbers of differential parameters shared by each comparison. (B) The plasm
concentration fold changes of the differential parameters from comparison between
ADHS and the other two syndromes. All the concentrations were normalized against the
means of corresponding variable concentrations of ADHS. The fold changes were
presented after natural logarithm conversion.

It was also found that decreased
glutamate (Glu) and triglyceride (TG)
(51:3) were the most important two
differential parameters between BSVO
and the other two syndromes. Increased
lysophosphatidylcholine(15:0) LPC15:0),
phosphatidylcholine (PC)(35:2), mean
plate volume(MPV) and albumin with
decreased big platelet percentage
(bPLT%), monocyte percentage (M%)
and
asymmetric
dimethylarginine
(ADMA) were statistically significant
between SDLD and the others syndromes.
There were 29 different parameters
between ADHS and the other syndromes.

Copyright 2020 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved

Most of them were sphingomyelins (SMs)
and cholesterol esters (CEs) (Fig. 6B).
4. Discussion
Traditionally,
the
syndrome
differentiation in TCM is based on the
expertise of the physicians. Amid chronic
HBV infection patients ADHS, SDLD,
and BSVO are three commonly
encountered syndromes in TCM clinical
practice. According to the metabolomics
and the routine clinical laboratory
parameters, it was apparent that the three
syndromes were distinct (Fig. 2). From
Fig. 5 and 6A, the difference between
http://journals.ke-i.org/index.php/mra
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SDLD and BSVO seemed trivial. Only 16
parameters were different between them.
This could also be proved by both the
clinical manifestations of the typical
patients and the acknowledged TCM
theory. To be frank, sometimes, even an
experienced TCM physician also feels it
is a challenge to accurately differentiate
SDLD and BSVO 19-21.
Compared to the other two syndromes,
the lowered metabolites in ADHS were
mainly SMs, CEs and diglycerides (DGs)
(Fig. 6B). SMs are synthesized from
ceramide (Cer) by sphingomyelin
synthases (SMSs) 22. Interestingly,
reactions catalyzed by SMSs can yield
both SMs and DGs simultaneously 22.
Three SMSs homologs (SMS1, SMS2,
and SMS related proteins) had been
identified to date. The SMS related
proteins have no enzymatic activity.
SMS1 and SMS2 are functionally similar
23
. Up to now, the extensive functional
studies about SMs are seldom, but
suppression of SMSs results in decreased
SMs. Using SMS1 and SMS2 knockout
mice, some phenotype changes were
reported and many of the features were
similar to what had been typically
described in the ADHS. For example,
SMS1
knockout
mice
exhibited
decreasing body weight and loss of
adipose tissue 24. Similar phenomena can
result from chronic loose stools, which is
usually found in ADHS patients. The loss
of adipose tissue might explain why the
lower content of CE in ADHS (Fig. 6B).
SMS2 knockout mice showed not only
lowered plasma25 and brain SMs26 but
also decreased liver steatosis 27. In
Copyright 2020 KEI Journals. All Rights Reserved
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clinical TCM practice, liver steatosis was
seldom found in ADHS but was
frequently encountered in BSVO and
SDLD. Compared to ADHS, the other
two syndromes were characterized with
much higher levels of some typical liver
functions’ parameters (Fig. 6B). Some of
them even slightly exceed the normal
ranges (Table S1). Empirically, TCM
physicians believe that SDLD and BSVO
are the advanced stages of ADHS. From
Fig. 6, it was also clear that TB elevated
in ADHS but not in the other two
syndromes. In TCM theory, long time
dampness-heat will cause “bile leakage”,
which is called jaundice in the Western
Medicine theory. The appearance of
jaundice usually implies liver injury.
SDLD is often accompanied by
abnormal spleen functions. In this study,
the syndrome was linked to some platelet
parameters, such as the lower bPLT% and
higher MPV. The conception of “spleen”
in TCM theory is not equal to that of
Western Medicine. The exact reasons for
the changed platelet parameters were
elusive. PCs and LPCs were elevated in
SDLD. They are involved in varied kinds
of inflammatory reactions. Recently,
platelets were found to play key roles in
modulating PCs and LPCs -involved
inflammation 28. The higher mean platelet
volume was found in maternal blood and
could be used to predict the early onset of
sepsis of the infants29. Another study
demonstrated that elevated mean platelet
volume was an indicator of fibrosis and
was positively correlated to the fibrosis
degree in chronic hepatitis C virus
infected
patients30.
Intrahepatic
http://journals.ke-i.org/index.php/mra
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cholestasis of pregnancy could exhibit
higher
MPV31,
and
intrahepatic
cholestasis can be frequently found in
SDLD. These clues might imply that
SDLD was affected by certain biological
or pathological functions of platelets to
some extent.
5. Conclusion
In this study, by combined using
metabolomics and clinical laboratory data,
the typical 3 syndromes of HBV infection
patients were compared. The ADHS
phenotype was deduced to be closely
related to SMs metabolism. The SDLD
phenotype might be affected by platelet
functions. BSVO was distinct to ADHS
but was more similar to SDLD
phenotypically given the employed data.
The differential parameters amid the
studied syndromes might provide
valuable help in TCM practice. As had
been mentioned above, to define a TCM
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syndrome is solely dependent on the
physicians’ experience. Thus, for 3 TCM
physicians, to agree with each other
without any discrepancy is difficult. This
fact resulted in the number of qualified
patients with definite syndrome was
limited. It was highly warranted that the
discovered differential parameters were
verified in a large patient population. Of
note, most of the differential parameters
were small molecular metabolites. This
also proved that metabolomics analysis
could help the old TCM to progress to
modernization.
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Supplementary material description
Table S1 The collected clinical parameters and the metabolites detected in metabolomics
analysis [available in a separate file upon request]

Figure S1: method evaluation of the metabolomics analysis. Principle component
analysis of the QCs and real samples data indicated that every individuals level of QCs
clustered well,, but the real samples scattered in large range.
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